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From Cath's Desk  
Hello Cheapskaters, 

Let me start by saying just how grateful I am that I am able to get this message onto our website.  

The last two weeks have been stressful to say the least.  I may have had grey hairs before but now 

they are snow white! 

Two weeks of hunting for a glitch that appeared out of nowhere, or so it seemed, and was so well 

hidden that even the smartest of techies struggled to find it.  And then, just as I warned you all, it 

was fixed and all those missing newsletters and Tips of the Day flooded into your inboxes. Sorry 

about that, but once they had left our server we had no control over them. 

Good news is the ever-resourceful Julie, who is currently holidaying in Peru with her family and was 

blissfully unaware of any dramas going on here, was able figure out what the problem was and get it 

sorted, all on a very dodgy Internet connection and using Skype (what would we do without it) to 

keep me calm.   

One interesting thing I did discover. There are an awful lot of Platinum members who never login to 

the website. Or at least they don't login every day, or every week or even, as some of you have 

realised, every fortnight. What a waste of a membership!  There is so much going on in the 

Member's Centre, new information is added every day, the forum is buzzing (I'll get to that in a 

minute) and Cheapskaters are saving money, time and energy. If you don't login, at least once a 

week, then you are missing out, and missing out big time. 

The most successful Cheapskates are those who login and join in the fun.  These are the 

Cheapskaters who are slashing their debt, building their savings and living the good life. If you want 

to do that you need to login and start really living the Cheapskates way. 

The other thing that became really evident is that although we have lots of members, there are very 

few who have actually made the transition over to the new forum.  Folks you need to get over there, 

not only because it's a great place to be but because we are closing the old forum down. Anyone 

who hasn't made the move will be locked out and won't be able to read any threads or post any 

messages. 

The new forum has some really great features including member blogs. You can set  yours up once 

you've logged in, if you haven't already. 

Get on over there before it's too late. 

This is the last Journal for 2011. It's time to wind down the work and start celebrating the holidays.  

But that doesn't mean you can overspend. If you are running a Spending Plan then you won't need 

to worry, all the expenses of the season will be covered.  If you don't have a current and up to date 

Spending Plan, take some time over the holidays and get one worked out.  If you don't know how 

much you're spending, when, where and what on you don't have any control over your finances. 
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Have a lovely Christmas everyone and safe and happy holidays. 

 

 

A Genuine Aussie Christmas  
I've long been a supporter of small Australian business (after I'm one myself) and I firmly believe in 

buying Australian owned and made whenever possible, so when this email popped into my inbox it 

gave me food for thought. It's doing the rounds, you may already have it. While I think it most likely 

began it's journey in another country and has been edited to suit Australia, the sentiment in the 

email really is something to think about and consider. 

Sometimes it's the things right in front of our faces that we just don't see. 

If you haven't done your Christmas shopping yet, it may give you some great gift ideas. And if you 

have already done this year's gift buying (congratulations on being so well organized) I'm sure you'll 

pick up ideas for next year. 

And as you are shopping, and not just for gifts, but for everything, take a quick look to see just where 

the items you are buying are made, and who owns the companies that make them. Let's do our part 

as Cheapskates to keep Australia financially fit, by buying and giving Australian made and owned this 

Christmas. 

Monica Brown sent this to me. Thanks Monica, for the ideas and the inspiration. 

 "As the holidays approach, the giant Asian factories are kicking into high gear to provide Australians 

with monstrous piles of cheaply produced goods - merchandise that has been produced at the 

expense of Australian labour. This year will be different. This year Australians will give the gift of 

genuine concern for other Australians. There is no longer an excuse that, at gift giving time, nothing 

can be found that is produced by Australians hands. Yes there is! 

 It's time to think outside the box, people. Who says a gift needs to fit in a shirt box, wrapped in 

Chinese produced wrapping paper? 

Everyone - yes EVERYONE gets their hair cut. How about gift certificates from your local Australian 

hair salon or barber? 

Gym membership? It's appropriate for all ages who are thinking about some health improvement. 

 Who wouldn't appreciate getting their car detailed? Small, Australian owned detail shops and car 

washes would love to sell us a gift certificate or a book of gift certificates. 

 There are owner-run restaurants - all offering gift certificates. And, if your intended isn't the fancy 

eatery sort, what about a half dozen morning teas at a local coffee shop? Remember, folks this isn't 
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about big national chains - this is about supporting our home town Australian businesses with their 

financial lives on the line to keep their doors open. 

 How many people couldn't use an oil change for their car, truck or motorbike, done at a shop run by 

the Australian working guy? 

 Thinking about a heartfelt gift for mum? Mum would LOVE the services of a local cleaning lady for a 

day. 

 Computers need a tune-up from time to time, how about finding some young guy who is struggling 

to get his repair business up and running. 

 OK, you were looking for something more personal. Local crafts people spin their own wool and knit 

them into scarves. They make jewellery, and pottery and beautiful wooden boxes. 

 Plan your holiday outings at local, owner operated restaurants and leave your waitress a nice tip as 

a surprise. And, how about going out to see a play or ballet at our hometown theatre. 

 Musicians need love too, so find a venue showcasing local bands and enjoy a night out. 

 Honestly, do we REALLY need to buy another ten thousand Chinese lights for the house? When we 

buy a five dollar string of lights, about fifty cents stays in the community. If we have those kinds of 

bucks to burn, leave the mailman, rubbish guy or babysitter a nice BIG tip. 

 You see, Christmas is no longer about draining Australian pockets so that China can build another 

glittering city. Christmas is now about caring about Australia, encouraging Australian small 

businesses to keep plugging away to follow their dreams. And, when we care about other 

Australians, we care about our communities, and the benefits come back to us in ways we couldn't 

imagine. THIS is the new Australian Christmas tradition." 

If giving gift vouchers to local businesses doesn't appeal to you, go to www.ausbuy.com.au . Here 

you will find hundreds of Australian owned businesses, producing a vast array of different products, 

many of them sure to make ideal gifts. 

Remember, when you buy Australian owned you are keeping the profits in Australia.  

 

A Thoughtful Moment  
 

Through the coming weeks, and the hustle and bustle of the holidays, we can often forget to just 

live. As 2011 comes to an end, keep these words in mind. 

'Remember yesterday 

and dream about tomorrow, 

but live for today' 
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Merry Christmas and a very happy, healthy and wonderful New Year everyone. 

 

Saving Story  

A Combined Effort 

Hello Cath, 

I wanted to share the recent and unexpected aid I'm having with the budget. 

Yesterday as I prepared the book I use for costings for the month's entries, preparing the November 

page, (it is always nice to turn over to a new page, put on the gloves and ready myself to win the 

next round), I noticed my husband paying more than the usual passing interest in proceedings. 

Hmmmm? 

Low and behold, without any prompting from myself, he has begun making entries on the incoming 

and outgoing sides of the page that are more in his realm, items that I sometimes have to estimate. 

He is a good man and his help is so welcome. 

We live in amazing times. 

Bye, 

Carol. 

 

Hi Carol, 

How proud you must be! And what an amazing example of Cheapskating you are!  

And yes, we do live in amazing times. 

 

Create a No-fail Homemade Gift Giving Plan  
Homemade gifts are special.  Receiving a gift that has been made by the giver, knowing that they 

have put time and effort into making something just for you is priceless.  Occasionally though, those 

homemade gifts are not quite the success they are intended to be. 

So what’s the secret of successful homemade gifts? 

There are a couple of important things to remember. The first rule is that, as with any gift, the more 

it taps into the receiver’s interests and passions, the better. 
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The second is that homemade gifts shouldn’t be second rate products that are cobbled together 

inexpertly – so make sure you have the skills or a backup plan in case something goes wrong.  

On this basis, the best place to start is to decide what you can make that will also be a good quality 

gift. Ideally it needs to be well made, useful, beautiful or perhaps a memorable keepsake in some 

other way. There are lots of things that you can make at home without special skills or craft 

equipment, but over-ambitiousness and poor workmanship can be the ruin of your gift giving plan. 

If you’re going to try to save money by making homemade gifts, there are two strategies you’ll have 

to adopt. The first is to make sure it’s not going to cost you more than it would to buy an equivalent 

item at retail prices. The second is to make sure you have enough time to make things. The rule of 

thumb is that homemade gifts can turn out to be a bit more complicated and time-consuming than 

you may have anticipated.   

Don't wait until the week before Christmas to start that hand-quilted knee rug for Granny, unless 

you have absolutely nothing else to do and are prepared to stay up 24 hours a day until Christmas 

Day to get it done. 

Ditto for any baking or cooking you plan to do for gift giving.  Choose your recipes, make your 

shopping list, prepare the packaging and buy as many of the ingredients as you can well ahead of 

time. 

Waiting until the last minute will not only mean you'll be rushing to get your gifts made, you'll be 

battling the Christmas rush at the shops and have less time to shop around for the best price on the 

materials you need. 

I like to allow at least twice the amount of time I think a project will take. This leaves room for 

mistakes and repeat steps and still gives plenty of time to take things slowly and get them done 

properly.  

To minimize expensive setup costs, it makes sense to specialize, and make several of the same (or 

similar) things. You’ll save by making half a dozen decoupage boxes, rather than having to shell out 

on the tools and materials needed for a variety of different crafts. 

This year I've made small Christmas themed photo albums, four in total.  It only took a little longer to 

do four albums than it would to do one, I was able to spread the cost across all the albums and use 

up every sticker, die-cut and embellishment, keeping the cost down. 

When it comes to the people for whom your gifts are intended, ask yourself whether whatever it is 

you are making is really their thing. Just because you love your chosen hobby or craft, is it what they 

really want? Some of us just aren’t handmade or rustic gift kind of people. 

That doesn’t mean you have to go out and buy a conventional present. It does mean that you need 

to think it through. Someone who’ll blanch with horror when they open their gift to find a hand-

knitted beanie may go crazy for home-made condiments or some mouth-watering, authentic 

gourmet snacks. 

Sometimes the pleasure of a homemade gift, is the creative idea behind it, rather than the master 

craftsmanship that you’re no doubt aiming for. Only you can come up with those creative ideas that 
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make gifts personal and memorable for the recipient. A really humorous gift that is ideal for the 

receiver’s lifestyle and personality can be a hit because of the concept and the thought you’ve put 

into it – but that still doesn’t mean you can skimp on quality. 

So don’t get carried away and remember that a successful homemade gift giving plan means making 

a bunch of smart decisions. Get it right and you’ll have the satisfaction of creating your gifts and of 

seeing the pleasure that your handiwork gives to others. 

 

Pressed for Time? Last Minute Edible Gift Ideas  
Cooking needn’t take time and not all great edible gifts need cooking. What this means is that if you 

have the right ingredients to hand and suitable recipes, you can whip up a last minute gift in no time 

and with almost no hassle. 

With a good recipe, and perhaps a little bit of practice, all you need to create a tempting edible gift is 

an hour, max – including actual cooking time. If you’re rustling up a last minute something to take to 

a party you can be getting ready for the occasion while your edible gift is in the oven. Preparation 

time for many treats is only about half an hour. All that remains for you to do is package them 

attractively. 

Cookies and other sweet or savoury baked treats are a great last minute edible gift. Chocolate 

brownies, always a welcome treat, are a case in point. Mixing up the ingredients will take you about 

twenty minutes, and they’ll take about the same time to bake. If you’re in a rush you can always 

leave the washing up till you get back. 

There are recipes out there that will take you even less than half an hour. For an appealing edible 

gift what you need is something that looks good and shows you’ve made an effort. As a last minute 

gift for kids, toffee apples are a winner that will take you less than half an hour. 

Making the toffee is fifteen minutes work at most. Dipping them is even quicker. After a few minutes 

for the toffee to cool and harden, the finishing touch is simply some cellophane wrapping. 

Savoury treats can also be really quick to make. Dips are always welcome and don’t require actual 

cooking. You can make homemade hummus or olive tapenade in a few minutes. All you have to do is 

blitz together the basic ingredients. 

It really is that simple. Homemade sauces and condiments to think about making as last minute gifts 

include mayonnaise and aioli. Their charm is that homemade always tastes twenty times better than 

the store bought equivalents. 

Keep any pretty jars you come across during the year and you'll have a ready supply of containers for 

your homemade dips, sauces, jams and so on.  Salsa jars are ideal for dips and tapenades, jam jars 

are good for jam (obviously), chutneys, pickles etc. Just be sure to wash them well and sterilize them 

before you re-use them. 

Best of all, homemade edible gifts are inexpensive. Choose recipes that use pantry staples and they 

will be virtually free - you can't get better than that!  
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Edible gifts that will delight recipients don’t have to be cooked at all. Often it’s the presentation that 

achieves the effect. A basket of fruit, a cheese platter or a bowl of chocolate-dipped strawberries 

can be a great edible gift. 

It’s how you put it together and the thoughtful finishing touches that make all the difference.  

 

Homemade Gift Ideas for Him  
Finding the perfect gifts for the men in our lives is difficult. 

Gadgets may have a reputation as great gifts for grown-up boys who like toys, but they can be a bit 

soul-less. Making a homemade gift has several advantages. You can personalize it precisely to your 

man, or father, or son. Pick the right gift to make and he cannot fail to appreciate the time, thought 

and love that you’ve put into it, all just for him. 

Great gifts, whether homemade or not, are either beautiful or useful. A lot of men, being practical 

creatures (or so they believe) might prefer something useful. Don’t go overboard on this though. You 

don’t want to do the female equivalent of men giving kitchen appliances to their partners for 

Christmas. When looking for ideas for homemade gifts, think long and hard about his needs and how 

your creative handiwork can meet them. 

Knitting and sewing are traditional ways to make gifts for your sweetheart or other male relatives. A 

woolly beanie, gloves and scarf set (perhaps in his favourite team colours), or a jumper for more 

experienced knitters, can be both good-looking and useful, even though Christmas falls in the middle 

of a long, hot Aussie summer. For those with less developed domestic skills, monogramming his 

initials onto a robe or towel set could be the perfect way to personalize a gift and give it your special 

touch.  Last year I embroidered hand towels with "Golf" and "Fishing" for my brother. He carries 

these with him when he's enjoying his favourite pastimes. 

Make sure that you know the difference between his needs and his failings. If he likes to look 

dapper, here are some easy gifts to sew yourself: ties and bow ties in suitable patterns. Don’t 

consider these if your point is that he’s actually way too scruffy and you’d like him to smarten up. 

Homemade gifts should be for him not for you. 

Edible gifts are always appreciated by their recipients. We all have our favourite foods. What’s his 

special weakness in the culinary department? Whether it’s sweet or savoury, if you can make it 

yourself at home and package it beautifully, this could be something he will really enjoy. 

Some quick and easy edible gifts are Peanut Brittle, Spicy Mixed Nuts and Rocky Road. They all use 

every day or inexpensive ingredients, take only a few minutes to mix and cook and taste great. They 

also package up very well and can be made a few days in advance. 

Customized photo frames or mirrors can be fun and funny. Take a standard photo frame and find 

some wrapping paper or magazines depicting your man’s passion in life. Whether it’s motorbikes, or 

playing the drums, you’ll find something. Cut them out, paste them onto the frame and varnish with 
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several layers of clear varnish. It’s a bit of fun that will make him smile (and think of you) every time 

he sees it. 

If you have a hobby like leatherwork or ceramics, it’s easy to make a customized gift, like a leather 

belt that fits perfectly, or a fun cereal bowl with his name on it. For your entertainment as well as 

his, you may be able to find local craft studios where you can go in for an afternoon and make 

something special. Whatever you decide upon, if you do it with intuition and love, it’s bound to 

make a good impression. 

 

Summer Sun Safety for Children  
Summer sun safety for children is something on parents’ minds as the temperatures rise and the 

days stretch through the summer holidays. You want your children to spend time playing outside but 

the possibility of getting sunburned is an ever-present thought in our harsh Australian climate. 

We Aussies are an outdoors people, enjoying our summer from daylight tll after dark, enjoying the 

beach, playing cricket (or cheering the Aussie team on from the stands) and barbecuing to our 

heart's content.  But with our outdoor lifestyle comes a great risk, one we are aware of but that 

tends to be forgotten until it's too late:  the power of the sun. 

I was in the supermarket last week and came across a young couple, with  a beautiful baby girl, 

arguing over which type of sunscreen to buy. Turns out Mother and Daughter had spent an hour at 

the park a few days earlier and the little one received a severe sunburn on her little arms and the 

tops of her legs. This in spite of the application of sunscreen before they left home.  That poor 

mother was distraught, daddy was beside himself and the baby was miserable. 

Choosing the right sunscreen for the job is just part of the sun safety routine, there are other things 

you can, and should, do to keep your children and yourself safe in the sun. 

Here are some guidelines to help you know how to keep your children safe in the summer sun. 

Dermatologists and other experts recommend putting sunscreen on your children at least 15 to 30 

minutes before they go outside each and every time before they go outside. This may seem like 

overkill, but the fact is that if your child gets seriously sunburned even once, it could increase their 

chance of developing skin cancer in the future. 

Sunscreen should be generously applied. If you can see the layer of sunscreen it's thick enough.  

Always choose at least an SPF (Sun Protection Factor) 30+ and go for a higher SPF if you can find it. 

The higher the SPF, the better the protection from UV rays. 

Once the sunscreen has been applied, it is important to re-apply it every two hours your child is 

outdoors. If your child is spending a good amount of time in the water, you’ll want to apply 

sunscreen more frequently. 

Sunscreens vary greatly in price, from around $5 to over $20 a bottle.  I like to buy our sunscreen in 

the larger 1 litre pump packs at the beginning of each summer and I decant it into smaller containers 

for the car, my handbag, Hannah's school bag, Wayne's work van and the boy's backpacks. 
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A simple trick is to re-use a roll-on deodorant bottle, much like you would do for poster paints. 

Simply pop the roller out, wash the bottle, roller and lid thoroughly and then fill the bottle with 

sunscreen, put it all back together and voila! A handy, compact, sunscreen applicator. This saves 

buying the roll-on sunscreens and even pre-schoolers can use them to apply their suncreen. 

Many dermatologists recommend staying indoors between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Why are these hours 

singled out? It is during these hours that the sun is at its strongest and most dangerous. This is also 

true on cloudy or overcast days even though the sun may not seem as strong.  It's the hottest part of 

the day; it just makes sense to stay indoors when you can. Just because they are indoors doesn't 

mean they need to be glued to the TV or computer games, nor does it mean they need to be 

"bored".  Little children can rest, older children can do quiet activities like reading, playing board 

games, even help you around the house.   

If you want your child to spend time outdoors during summer months, it might be better to plan 

outdoor time early in the morning or later in the afternoon. Then you’d still want to be sure you and 

your child are wearing sunscreen, sunglasses and hats to protect your skin and eyes. 

Primary school children understand the "no hat, no play" rule and it's a good one to implement at 

home too. The easiest and best way to get your children into the habit of wearing a hat outdoors is 

to wear one yourself. I plop on a straw hat when I'm working in the garden and so on, but I even put 

it on to hang the washing on the line. It's a habit now, and it's something my kids have seen me do 

since they were born. It's rare you'll find one of us outside without a hat on. 

Another thing to be concerned about in regard to summer sun safety for children is keeping them 

hydrated. Children may be having so much fun running and playing they don’t realize they’re 

sweating and losing important hydration. Here are some things you can do to keep your child from 

becoming overheated or dehydrated: 

* Plan for the time you’ll be outdoors. Bring along lightweight and loose-fitting clothing, plenty of 

water, sunglasses and sunscreen. 

* Offer drinks of water but also offer orange wedges, watermelon or small bunches of grapes. They 

contain fluid and when children don't want a drink they will often have the snack instead. 

* Plan ‘quiet time’ activities to fall back on during the hotter part of the day. 

* Arrive early enough at your location to find a spot under a pavilion or shade tree. This will allow 

your children to enjoy the fresh air and being outdoors but it will provide some respite from the sun. 

You want your children to enjoy their summer but you also want to keep them safe. Summer sun 

safety for children is simple. Use sunscreen every time they go outdoors, reapply it every two hours 

or more often, dress them in lightweight, loose-fitting clothing and keep them hydrated.  Your 

children will be able to have fun in the sun and you can relax because you know they’re protected. 
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On the Menu  

Cheapskates Christmas Dinner Recipes 

Christmas Dinner doesn't have to cost a fortune to be a banquet. In fact when you think of it as one 

meal on one day of the year, it seems ridiculous to spend $100, $200 or even more on just that meal. 

You can enjoy a truly magnificent Christmas feast without going overboard.  This month's Tip Sheet 

has two delicious menus for Christmas dinner, one costing just $25, the other $80! 

 

Chicken Stuffing 

Ingredients: 

6 slices stale bread 

1 onion – grated 

1 tomato – diced 

1 egg 

2 tsp mixed herbs 

 

Method: 

Combine all ingredients together, mixing with your hands until all combined.  Fill chicken cavity with 

stuffing, close flaps. Bake chicken until internal temperature reaches 190 degrees, about 2 hours. 

 

Foolproof Christmas Pudding – Cost $2.05 

Ingredients: 

2 cups plain flour 

1/2 cup sugar 

1 tsp mixed spice 

2 tbsp butter 

2 cups mixed dried fruit 

1 tsp bicarb soda 

1-1/2 cups boiling water 
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Method: 

Put flour, sugar, spice and fruit in mixing bowl.  Dissolve bicarb soda in boiling water, add butter and 

stir to melt, then pour over other ingredients and stir well. Put mixture in well-greased pudding 

basin, cover with greased paper and foil, and then tie down. Stand overnight. Next day place in 

saucepan of simmering water and cook 3-1/2 hours, topping up water as necessary. Do not allow the 

pot to boil dry. 

Note:  Butter the pudding basin well and line the base with two layers of baking paper cut to fit. 

When the pudding is cooked, turn out of the pudding basin. Wash the basin, butter and return 

pudding to basin until ready to serve. This will stop the pudding from sticking to the basin when it 

cools. 

Contributed by Pamela 

 

$3.90 Christmas Cake 

Ingredients: 

2 cups SR flour 

2 tabs butter 

2 eggs 

375g mixed fruit 

1 cup sugar 

1 cup milk 

1/2 tsp nutmeg 

1 tbsp golden syrup or treacle 

Flaked almonds to decorate 

 

Method: 

Pre-heat oven to 180 degrees Celsius.  Grease a 20cm round cake tin and line with baking paper.  

Place all ingredients into a bowl and beat for 3 minutes until well combined.  Pour batter into 

prepared cake tin.  Bake in moderate oven for 1-1/2 hours until skewer inserted in centre comes out 

clean.  If the cake starts to brown too much on top before it is cooked cover with foil. 

Note:  This cake does not keep; it is best used within a day of baking. 
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Custard - Cost $1.10 

Ingredients: 

2 cups milk 

2 eggs 

1/4 cup sugar 

2 tbsp cornflour 

 

Method: 

Take ½ cup milk and mix with cornflour until smooth. Beat eggs and sugar into remaining 1 ½ cups 

milk, stir in cornflour/milk mixture. Place in a small saucepan and bring to a boil over a low heat, 

stirring constantly. When the custard starts to boil and thicken turn the heat down and simmer for 

one minute. 

Note: You can make this custard in the microwave by heating 1 ½ cups milk and the sugar until 

boiling. Beat eggs, add to cornflour mixture and then stir into the boiling milk. Cook one minute, stir, 

cook one minute and stir, cook one minute, stir and serve. 

 

Brandy Cream 

Ingredients: 

2 eggs - separated 

1/4 cup castor sugar   

4 tbsp brandy 

300ml cream 

Method: 

Separate eggs and beat whites until fluffy.  Add sugar slowly, beating continuously. Add egg yolks 

and beat well.  Stir in cream and brandy, beat well and serve over hot Christmas pudding. 

Contributed by Pamela 

 

Beans with Almonds 

Ingredients: 

500g green beans – whole or sliced 

50g slivered almonds – toasted 
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1 tsp butter 

 

Method: 

Steam beans until done, about 3 minutes. Stir in butter and toasted almonds. Serve immediately. 

Honey Sesame Carrots 

Ingredients: 

500g baby carrots 

1 tbsp honey 

1 tsp sesame seeds 

 

Method: 

Wash, top and tail carrots. Slice if desired, can be left whole. Steam until tender, about 5 minutes. 

Stir through honey and sesame seeds. Serve immediately. 

 

Cauliflower au Gratin 

Ingredients: 

1 whole cauliflower 

2 tbsp plain flour 

1 cup milk 

100g grated tasty cheese 

100g grated parmesan cheese 

 

Method: 

Steam or microwave cauliflower until tender.  While cauliflower is cooking prepare sauce.  Take ¼ 

cup of the milk and mix with the plain flour to a smooth paste. Heat remaining ¾ cup milk until 

boiling. Whisk in milk/flour mixture, stirring constantly. Bring to a boil, turn heat down and simmer 

one minute. Remove from heat and half the cheeses, stirring until dissolved. Season with ground 

black pepper to taste. 

Place cauliflower in a greased ovenproof dish. Pour cheese sauce over the top. Sprinkle with 

remaining grated tasty and parmesan cheese. Place under a pre-heated grill until top is browned. 
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Glazed Ham 

Ingredients: 

1 2.5kg – 3kg bone in ham 

1/4 cup whole grain mustard 

2 tablespoons apple cider vinegar 

1/2 cup apricot jam 

 

Method: 

Preheat oven to 160 degrees Celsius. 

Remove rind from ham, leaving a thin layer of fat on the top. Wrap ham completely with parchment 

paper-lined aluminium foil and place on a rimmed baking sheet or roasting pan. Transfer ham to 

oven and bake for 1 hour. 

Place apricot jam in a small saucepan and bring to a simmer over medium-high heat.  Add mustard 

and vinegar to jam; stir to combine. 

Unwrap ham; discard parchment and foil. Transfer ham to a cutting board. Using a large sharp knife, 

score fat in a diamond pattern, making the lines about 1cm apart. Return ham to baking dish. 

Increase oven temperature to 190 degrees Celsius. Brush ham evenly with 3/4 of the glaz mixture 

and return to oven. Bake ham for 30 minutes. Brush ham with remaining glaze and continue cooking 

10 minutes more. Transfer to a cutting board until ready to carve. 

 

Glazed Rolled Turkey Breast 

Ingredients: 

1kg rolled turkey breast 

125g cranberries 

Juice of 3 oranges 

Rind of 1 orange 

Juice of 1 lemon 

¼ cup sugar 

½ cup apricot jam 

1 tsp wholegrain mustard 
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Method: 

Pre-heat oven to 180 degrees Celsius.  Line a baking sheet with baking paper.  Prepare glaze by 

combining all ingredients except the turkey roll in a small saucepan. Slowly bring to a boil, stirring 

constantly.  Place turkey roll on prepared baking sheet. Brush with 3 tablespoons of the glaze. Bake 

according to the directions on the box – approximately 1 ½ hours if completely thawed.  To serve 

place turkey roll on platter, heat glaze and pour over the turkey. Cut into slices to serve. 

 

 

Raspberry Ice-cream Mousse 

Ingredients: 

2 pkts raspberry jelly crystals 

2 cups boiling water 

1 litre vanilla ice-cream, softened 

400g pkt frozen raspberries 

 

Method: 

Dissolve jelly crystals in boiling water. Set aside to cool to room temperature. When the jelly is cool 

beat the jelly into the softened ice-cream until thoroughly combined. Pour into a wetted mould and 

return to the freezer to set. To serve turn out onto a serving plate. Sprinkle with frozen berries. 

 

Quotes of Note  
 

Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs. 

~~Henry Ford~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

We can't solve problems by using the same 

kind of thinking we used when we created them. 

~~Albert Einstein~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

I experience peace whenever I choose. 
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~~ Deanne Repich~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The best way to pay for a lovely moment it to enjoy it. 

~~ Richard Bach~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

I believe that anyone can conquer fear by doing the things he fears to do, 

provided he keeps doing them until he gets a record 

of successful experiences behind him. 

~~ Eleanor Roosevelt~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Do it! I say. 

Whatever you want to do, do it now! 

There are only so many tomorrows. 

~~ Michael Landon~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

You can become blind by seeing each day as a similar one. 

Each day is a different one; 

each day brings a miracle of its own. 

It is just a matter of paying attention to this miracle. 

~~Paulo Coelho~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Mrs Sparkle  
 

Dear Cath, 

What a year it's been.  I've spent the last couple of weeks reflecting back on 2011 and my attempt at 

a budget renovation.  When I started I had such grand goals, now it's at an end and where am I? Well 
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the goal posts shifted a few times during the year, good thing you kept reminding me nothing was 

set in cement. 

One thing is sure though, my finances are under MY control, I am no longer under their control.  I 

can't thank you enough for helping me win that battle.  When my husband passed away I was sure I 

would be comfortable on my pension and our savings.  Then the GFC hit and money seemed to 

disappear overnight. What I thought I had and what I actually had were two very different amounts 

and I was starting to despair of being able to live even a half-decent life, let alone the life I wanted. 

My family has always regarded me as a bit of a Scrooge, now they're convinced of it.  My daughter-

in-law is slowly, slowly beginning to ask me how to do things without spending a lot of money and I 

am so happy to share. I know she'll love her Cheapskates gift certificate for Christmas ( a sneaky way 

of me helping her to learn about being a wise spender).   

Speaking, or rather writing, of Christmas, it's almost here. My little grand-daughter is so excited, 

she's coming over on Saturday to help me put the Christmas tree up.  I can't remember how much it 

cost, but it's the same age as my son, 47 years old and still going strong.  Most of the decorations are 

that age too, the baubles are all glass, not plastic.  I guess looking after things and keeping them to 

re-use is a one Cheapskates habit I've always had. 

Do you remember at the beginning of the year one of my goals was to update my car? Well, I have 

changed my mind.  After getting it serviced and speaking to my mechanic, who I've used for about 

30 years, I can see it was just vanity that made me want a "new" car. My car goes well, is 

mechanically sound and safe and best of all it's economical - runs on the scent of an oily rag. To 

update would cost me money, that I don't really have to spare, for no real reason. Another 

Cheapskates habit I've picked up this year - being content with what I have. 

It took a while for me to get the hang of my Peace of Mind account, but I can tell you that when I 

know the money is going to be there when I need to replace my hearing aids in a couple of years 

(around $5,000) because I've put it in the Spending Plan and saved for them I can sleep easy. 

And to know that I didn't have to worry about the bills, regular or irregular, because you convinced 

me to build and Emergency Fund, while I was ill I am sure helped me recover  much faster.  These 

things are simple and I honestly don't know why I didn't have them, I've always used a household 

budget.  It just wasn't complete, something I was unaware of. I had never thought to "plan" for 

emergencies and unexpected bills. 

To be honest with you I started this sure that there wasn't anything you could teach me, that I was a 

very frugal person and there was nothing I wasn't already doing to save money. You have made me 

realise that there's a lot I don't know, or don't do if I do know it and for that I thank you. 

I am so grateful for your time and your effort, especially when you are busy with your family and 

Cheapskates. This old duck really appreciates your kindness and patience and I am proud to call 

myself a paid-up Cheapskate. If I had a badge I'd wear it everywhere. 

Cath, I wish you, Wayne and your children all the best for Christmas and hope 2013 is the year of the 

Cheapskates! 
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Mrs Sparkle 

 

Dear Mrs Sparkle, 

I told you way back in January that the year would just fly by. 

I am so proud of you and your accomplishments this year. You have almost completely changed your 

attitude to your finances and yes, I believe you now control them. 

I think the biggest change I can see in you is that you are no longer afraid of money.  It's a good 

feeling knowing that you can survive on what you have, actually that you can thrive on what you 

have and when disaster strikes, as it always does, you'll cope and come through smiling. 

I have one last assignment for you; the year isn't quite over yet! 

This month, perhaps in the quiet days after Christmas, is the time to review your Spending Plan, 

Peace of Mind account and Emergency Fund contributions.  These things need constant tweaking, 

they change as often as the weather, or almost.  Take the time to go over your bills for the last year 

and make any adjustments you need to so those Spending Plan categories are always funded when 

the bills fall due. 

I know you're not a fan of online banking, but I would like you to really think about setting up direct 

debits or scheduled Bpay payments for your regular bills. Have them come straight out of your bill 

paying account on the due date and they will almost be set-and-forget and another way to make 

keeping track of your finances easy. 

I plan to keep an eye on you, don't think that just because your Budget Renovation is over I'm going 

to go away. I'll be checking in with you every now and then and I hope you continue to ask questions 

and enjoy the Cheapskates Club. 

Have a lovely time on Saturday putting up your Christmas tree, 47 years old must be some kind of 

record I am sure.  Imagine the stories of Christmas past that tree could tell if it could speak, and I'm 

sure you have many happy memories that will come back as you decorate it with your 

granddaughter. 

Congratulations on a successful Budget Renovation and Merry Christmas and best wishes for a 

happy, healthy and prosperous 2013. 
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Cheapskates Tip Store 

Travel Meals on the Cheap  

Approximate $ Savings: $74 each day at least 

On a bus tour of New Zealand my husband and l couldn't afford the tour cost of breakfast at $22 

each and dinner at $41 each. So we opted for no meals dramatically reducing the tour cost. We took 

an electric skillet plus other necessary equipment and cooked our own food in the motel room every 

night. We did the same for breakfast. For lunch we made it as well. When we shopped (each night or 

second night, we had a thermal bag to put cold food such as yoghurt, juice etc. Everyone else on that 

tour paid for their meals and bought their lunch and morning/afternoon tea. We never did. New 

Zealand is not cheap and we searched the supermarkets for bargains. We eat very healthy and did 

not compromise this whilst in New Zealand. We had our fruit, nuts, etc every day. You had to be very 

regimented as we often left at 7am so had to cook early or put the skillet and other equipment in a 

bag that went on the bus with us.  

- Contributed by Janis Hine 

 

Saving on your Electricity Account  

Approximate $ Savings: We have more than halved our bill in 2 years 

We have done a lot of things to bring down our very expensive large electricity bill in the last 2 years. 

When power bills are rising ours is the lowest it ever has been. We have lots of hints, but the best 

two are these: 

1. We had a free energy audit done and it showed us where our energy use was and what steps we 

could take to change it. It started with the "best bang for your buck" type to the more expensive 

ones. We are almost though our list now and we are reaping the benefits. 

2. We bought a small unit which is hooked up to the meter box and sends information to the unit 

(portable and is inside the house) which tells us 24 hours a day a lot of data about our energy use. 

We can tell how much power we are using and then if the consumption is high you can quickly check 

if everything is off or there is a genuine reason for the use i.e. I am cooking tea or the kids left 

something on. Admittedly my husband was besotted with the unit when we first got it and the 

family nearly threw it out. But now it has become a very valuable tool. The last thing we do when 

leaving the house is to check it and on returning we do the same. With young adults in the home 

coming and going it means we can keep a check to see if things are left on and deal with it quickly 

without family arguments. It also allows you to see what items are using a great deal more power, so 

when replacing household items you can select a more energy efficient model. It was well worth the 

$130 we spent purchasing the unit.  

- Contributed by Nola Young 
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Veggies Just $3 a Bag  
Approximate $ Savings: $10 - $15.00 per week depending on how many veggies you eat.    I recently 

discovered that around 12pm each day our local Woolworths supermarket has a $3.00 per bag sale 

on a selection of fruit and veg they deem not suitable for normal sale. Sometimes blemished, ripe, or 

not so pretty but in general I have found there is never much wrong with the produce. The variety 

offered each day can differ. For example last week I selected for my $3.00 bag: 1 yellow capsicum, 3 

Portobello mushrooms, 3 onions, an avacado, 5 bananas, 3 pears and 2 oranges. It would be worth 

asking your local supermarkets whether they have a similar offer.  

- Contributed by Andrea Smith  

Editor's note: Both Woolworths, Coles and IGA supermarkets regularly mark down produce. Coles 

and Woolworths sell it by the bag, Woolworths for a set price of either $2 or $3 a bag (depending on 

the supermarket). The marked down bags of produce at Coles vary in price, depending on the 

contents, but are usually at least 30% off the ticketed price. Cath 

 

Recycled Envelope Budget  
I recycle my envelopes that come in the mail. On the back I write where I have to go to pay bills, buy 

shopping etc. Under each heading I itemise everything that has to be done i.e. GPO - post letters, 

collect mail, pay such and such a bill. I put any necessary paperwork in the envelope. When I get a 

receipt, I put it in the envelope to reconcile my budget at the end of the week/fortnight. I don't have 

to write it in a notebook. If I spend any money that doesn't have a receipt, it is recorded on the 

outside of the envelope. If I go out more than once a week, I take a new envelope. This way, 

everything is kept together, I know where I have been, when I went out, what I have spent and 

nothing is lost. Easy.  

- Contributed by Sally Coverdale 

 

Fido Feeder  

Approximate $ Savings: $50.00 

My dogs tend to gobble their wet food very quickly so I looked in pet stores and vets for bowls with 

inserts intended to slow eating down. The cost of these bowls in the vets was $27.00, way too much. 

However today whilst browsing in Lifeline op shop I found two heavy plastic microwave ring tins. At 

two dollars each I think they will do equally as well as the more expensive version. Savings of fifty 

dollars and two happy dogs.  

- Contributed by Kree Anthony 
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Cleaning the Compost Pail  
Before putting compost scraps in your pail (before you toss them into the big compost bin), put 

some shredded newspaper at the bottom. It stops compost from sticking, absorbs some of the juices 

and smells and helps to balance out the composition of your compost.  

- Contributed by Cynthia Tay 

 

Favourite Christmas Stories  

There are plenty of ways to get into the holiday frame of mind. We sing songs, watch movies, attend 

parties and we read. Here is a list of heart-warming and endearing Christmas stories to read for 

yourself or to your children during the holiday season. 

Another suggestion is to read to residents of a local nursing home or children’s hospital, hospice 

patients or area schools and homeless shelters. Getting children involved is a great way to start a 

family Christmas tradition and put a smile on less fortunate faces. 

The best stories are the ones we hear over and over again. They conjure up visions of sugarplums, 

ghosts, snowflakes, treasured memories, and funny scenes. Here are some suggestions for holiday 

stories to read that just might become family favourites. 

1. A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens – This story was originally written as a ghost story but 

turned out to be a better lesson of the meaning of Christmas. Ebenezer Scrooge has developed a 

cold heart over the years that resulted in bitter loneliness until he is given a great gift by his 

deceased business partner, Jacob Marley. 

2. The Gift of the Magi by O. Henry – Two lovers who want to give the perfect gift to each other 

sacrifice their most precious belongings to make the other happy. It is a funny story of love and 

irony.    

3. ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas by Clement C. Moore – Also known as “A Visit from St. 

Nicholas”, it is one of the most popular poems of the Christmas season, it tells of a man’s surprise on 

Christmas Eve when he encounters the red-suited icon in the flesh. It is a must read to the family on 

Christmas Eve.    

4. The Nutcracker – We have all heard of the ballet of the same name by Tchaikovsky. It is the story 

of a little girl and a nutcracker that turns into a prince. He has to fight the three-headed rat king in 

order to save the little girl. See the play if you can and definitely read the story. 

5. The Nativity – This is the story of the birth of Jesus. It has been the subject of countless movies 

and cartoons. Mary and Joseph journey to Bethlehem where she reaches her time to give birth to 

the Christ child.     

6. Yes Virginia, there is a Santa Claus – This story is actually a response from the editor that 

appeared in the New York Sun to a letter written by Virginia O’Hanlon. They turned the response 

into a cartoon short. It is a letter espousing the timeless quality of the Santa Claus tradition. 
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Brownie Cakes In A Jar  
These cakes make wonderful, different gifts and are perfect for that one person on your gift list who 

has everything. 

Ingredients: 

2 600ml (1 pint) wide mouth, straight sided, canning jars, lids and seals 

1 cup plain flour 

1 cup sugar 

1/2 tsp bicarb soda 

1/4 tsp cinnamon 

1/3 cup butter 

1/4 cup water 

3 tbsp cocoa 

1/4 cup buttermilk* 

1 egg, beaten 

1/2 tsp vanilla extract 

1/4 cup walnuts, finely chopped 

Method: 

Preheat oven to 160 degrees Celsius. Sterilize the two 1-pint straight-sided wide-mouth canning jars, 

lids and rings by boiling for 10 minutes (keep the lids and rings in the hot water until ready to use); 

set aside. 

In a small bowl stir together flour, sugar, bicarb soda and cinnamon. Set aside. In a medium 

saucepan combine butter, water and cocoa powder; heat and stir until butter is melted and mixture 

is well blended. Remove from heat; stir in flour mixture. Add buttermilk, egg and vanilla; beat by 

hand until smooth. Stir in nuts. Pour mixture into the prepared canning jars; place jars onto a cookie 

sheet. Bake for 35-40 minutes or until a pick inserted deep into each cake comes out clean. 

Remove cakes from the oven, one at a time. Place a lid, then a ring onto the jars and screw down 

tightly. Use oven mitts, the jars ARE HOT! Place jars onto benchtop to cool. You'll hear a "plinking" 

sound. If you miss the sound, wait until the cakes are cool and press on the lids, they shouldn't move 

at all, that means they've sealed. 

Store cakes in a cool, dark place. They should last up to a year. 

Notes:   
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*Buttermilk - if you don't normally have buttermilk in the fridge you can make your own.  Add 1 

teaspoon of lemon juice to 1/4 cup of milk less 1 teaspoon.  Set aside for 15 minutes until it starts to 

curdle, it's them ready to use. 

*You can buy canning jars from supermarkets, department stores and hardware shops. If you like 

the vintage look, search on eBay for Fowlers Vacola jars, rings and lids. Wrap the cooked cake-in-a-

jar with a big ribbon and tie it in a bow for a festive look. 

 

A Simply Luscious Skin Treatment  
Used coffee grounds make a lovely body exfoliator. Before turning on the water, gently rub cooled 

used grounds on dry skin, in the shower because it's messy. Then shower off to reveal beautifully 

smooth skin. There is even a slight oil released from the grounds! Luscious! - Contributed by Carmel 

Editors Note: Coffee grounds are also great in the compost too or sprinkled on the garden around 

precious plants to keep the snails at bay. You can also use them to scrub a burnt pot - just sprinkle 

them onto the burnt on food and scrub. Don't tip them into the rubbish though, add them to the 

compost (if you haven't added any detergent). So do you have any other ways to use coffee 

grounds? Click here to let us know. Cath 

 

A Planned Potluck Christmas Dinner  
Getting together with family is a lovely Christmas tradition. Unfortunately if you are hosting the 

dinner the cost can break your budget. Ask each family to participate in creating the dinner by 

providing one dish, large enough for the entire group. This way no undue burden falls on any one 

person. Plan menus now for Christmas Eve, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. Let everyone know well 

ahead so they can be prepared and there are no surprises. Plan strategically and include specific 

recipes with instructions so your meal is as you planned it and runs smoothly. It will be as if you'd 

prepared all of it yourself.  

 

Christmas Ornaments Good Enough to Eat  

Each year for Christmas you'll see packets of red and green M&Ms in the stores. They're a short, 

special run, done just for Christmas, which makes them kind of special. It also makes them just right 

for making edible Christmas ornaments. 

Edible ornaments not only decorate your home, but they are a treat to offer visitors during the 

holiday period too. 

Here are two types of "ornaments" you can make. Both are quick and easy enough for primary 

school aged children to make too. 

Tree Ornaments 

You will need: 
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Clingwrap 

Packets of Christmas (red & green) M&Ms 

Pipe cleaners 

Curling ribbon in Christmas colours 

To make the tree ornaments: 

Cut plastic wrap into 15cm squares. Place a tablespoon of M&Ms in the centre. Gather the corners 

and twist tightly. Secure with a pipe cleaner. Cluster individual balls into one large one, connecting 

each ball with the adjoining pipe cleaner. Tie curling ribbon around the cluster to form a loop at the 

tops. Tie two 10-inch strands of ribbon at the bottom and curl. Hang on the tree with the loop ends. 

 

Christmas Wreath 

You will need: 

Clingwrap 

Packets of Christmas (red & green) M&Ms 

Pipe cleaners 

Curling ribbon in Christmas colours 

1wire coathanger 

To make the M&M Christmas wreath: 

Make cluster balls the same way as the tree ornament clusters, using plain or peanut M&M's. Form a 

circle from a wire coat hanger, the hook forms the hanging loop. Attach cluster balls to the hanger 

with pipe cleaners. Tie a large bow at the top of the wreath. 

Note: You can use Smarties or Beanies instead of M&Ms and reduce the cost.  

 

An Instant Centrepiece  
Create an instant table centrepiece with just baubles, a couple of candles and a glass bowl. Take a 

large glass bowl and place a cereal bowl upside down in the centre (don't worry no one will see it). 

Now fill the bowl with Christmas balls. Use different sizes and colours, making sure you pack them in 

so the cereal bowl is covered. Sit the bowl in the centre of the table and position a candle on either 

side. The light from the candles will give the balls a beautiful glimmer and gleam.  

 

The Cheapskates Club 

Founder and editor:  Cath Armstrong 
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